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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2016 8:40 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

The big decision is now whether the equities will convincingly recover back above the major
technical thresholds that were violated by Monday’s Close, or sink back into a weaker trend
state after this morning’s significant higher openings. As the US equities have been the strong
sister since last summer, their fate is very important to the overall international equities
psychology.
Here’s the critical consideration today: The key lead contract levels for the S&P 500 future
remained both the 2,075-78 and 2,085 areas with 2,100 area above that. While all of those were
exceeded on Thursday, the surprise UK LEAVE campaign success resulting in its decision to
exit the EU knocked all global equities heavily overnight into Friday morning.
With the September S&P 500 future gapping well below 2,060-55 Friday morning and failing
there on its intraday rally, further weakness took it below the 2,035-32 that held with temporary
slippage Friday morning. Closing the week down into the top of the more major 2,020-10 range
support left the question of whether its 2,000 area Tolerance would be violated early this week.
That appeared to be the case on Monday’s Close below December’s 1,991.50 low. Gapping
back above it this morning is impressive. Yet only a full recovery back above the more major
2,010-20 range will restore real strength. All of the violated supports noted above remain the
higher resistances.
Anything short of that leaves the potential return to weakness a real possibility. And on past
form that means only interim support in the 1,955-43 range, with the more major lower support
not until 1,900. Of course, selloffs last August and September and in January-February of this
year tested the mid-low 1,800 area.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest TrendView video analysis and Market
Observations write-up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. It is
available to all Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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